Word Scramble

1. jeninmb inlkanfr

2. ohnj ockle

3. mosaht sonerefjf

4. menenlienght

5. gea fo eansor

6. ilsoohyp

7. divinduaisml

8. landgen

9. canfre

10. ermangy

11. erailtov

12. simmanuh
Clues:

1. Was one of the Founding Fathers of the United States and in many ways was "the First American"
2. An English Philosopher
3. Was an American Founding Father, the principal author of the Declaration of Independence and the third President of the United States
4. Was a revolution in human thought
5. Another name for Enlightenment
6. the study of the fundamental nature of knowledge, reality, and existence, especially when considered as an academic discipline
7. a social theory favoring freedom of action for individuals over collective or state control
8. Has a flag that looks like a red cross and has a white border.
9. Has a three horizontal lined flag that is blue white red
10. Lost World War I and lost some of its colonies
11. Famous for his attacks on the Catholic Church
12. An outlook or system of thought attaching prime importance to human rather than divine or supernatural matters. Humanist beliefs stress the potential value and goodness of human beings, emphasize common human needs, and seek solely rational ways of solving human problems